DIGITAL PRESENCE
AS A SERVICE

Reputation, Ranking, Analytics

Audit

We audit your current situation to help you better
understand your online presence. This includes
benchmarking you against your competition and
determining focus areas of improvement.

Optimize

Through extensive research, our team will begin by
getting your SEO up to industry standards across various
search engines. Then, we implement a strategy to help
you reach your digital presence goals.

Analyze

This is the fun part. Each month, we send you a success
report. This report details progress on your goals, what
our team has implemented and what we recommend
doing next.

Heatmapping

Content Analytics

What content do reader’s like most? Why isn’t
this button doing well? With our heatmapping
tool, we can visibly show you where your visitor’s
are clicking and make recommendations based on
their behavior.

The content analytics tool lets you know how far
down each page your visitors are actually reading.
By showing you an Average Read line, this tool
will help you make sure key content is getting the
attention it deserves.

Our Digital Presence As-A-Service Package isn’t just SEO, it’s a complete
digital marketing, intelligence and analytics service that provides real-time
information on your digital presence and brand.

Auditing

Our experts consistently audit your digital
presence - website, social media, search
engine ranking, reviews, etc. - to evaluate
your weaknesses and success.

Content Analytics

We can tell you how far down the page
your visitors are getting and recommend
updates to your site or content.

Heat Mapping

With real-time analytics, we can show
you where your visitors are clicking, what
they’re attracted to, and how to better your
strategy.

Reputation

Your digital reputation is dictated by
reviews across industry and public sources.
We monitor and manage these for you, so
you don’t have to.

Site Optimization

This is where do a deep dive into your
website and online profiles to optimize
everything search engines look for.

Targeting

We work with you to create a keyword
strategy to help you reach better search
ranking and online representation.

Benchmarking

We benchmark you against your top three
competitors so we can actively monitor and
maintain a competitive advantage.

DPaaS is available in a 6-month term for $2,500 per month
or a 12-month term for $2,000 per month.
*Longer term options are available for lower monthly rates.

sales@envoc.com
225.910.8239

